Maximum Control for Controlled Substances
MS2:

Biometrics - PIN Pad - P r o x i m i t y C a r d R e a d e r - Networkable
*** INDUSTRIAL GRADE Wi-Fi UPGRADE AVAILABLE ***

Manufacturer: ESSC/MedixSafe Inc. Memphis TN U.S.A MedixSafe.com
Model Numbers: There are two model numbers for the MS2:
The MS2 and the MS2-HID.
Exterior Cabinet Dimensions: 7” High x 8” Wide x 10” Deep
Weight: 15 lbs.
Finish: Powder Coating
Color: Black
Material: 10 and 12 gauge steel
Locking Mechanism: Single 600 lbs. lock
Voltage: 12 Volt DC current draw- 20mA idle, 130mA active
Combination Biometrics, PIN Pad and Proximity Card Reader:
The MedixSafe MS2 is a truly revolutionary and compact narcotics cabinet. It is equipped with a
stand-alone networkable TCP/IP based controller and is designed to require combinations of
fingerprint, PIN and/or Proximity Cards to gain access. This allows the MS2 to store up to
30,000 users and a 50,000 event activity log. The MS2 can also connect directly to a wireless
communication device at 100 Mbps, which allows it to have fingerprint additions/deletions and
user activity uploaded/downloaded without having to go directly to the ambulance. Hardwiring to
an existing network for additional office/storage locations is also an option. The MS2 cannot be
compromised just by watching someone else enter their PIN number!
Mounting: MS2 unit mounting via 3/8 holes on bottom or customized holes for either side or top.
Software: The MedixSafe MS2 is an access control solution that is easy
to manage from any computer. The software comes with the following features:
1. Interactive embedded help screen
2. Intuitive icons
3. Descriptive, easy-to-understand information
4. Well organized menu and programming for fast setup
Hardware: Customer’s existing PC or lap top.
Non Wi-Fi Communications: A TCP/IP connection will need to be
provided for remote administration and communication to the MS2.
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